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Brief Biography

Mei Ziqian (Italy, 1973) lives in Cagliari. His formal
education began in 1992 at the ‘Liceo Artistico’
in Cagliari, followed by the London College of
Communication and Photofusion (London) and
concluded with the BA in Philosophy at the University
of Cagliari and an MA in ‘Pedagogy of Expression’
at RomaTre University. A versatile artist, he uses
architecture as a metaphor to describe the rift existing
between man and his relationship with nature, in
order to better comprehend how we perceive and are
influenced by reality. By examining class dynamics
through the powerful medium of construction sites
and buildings tout court, as well as through visual
imagination and narrative, he endeavors to form new
perspectives on society and history. As the main
component of all urban landscapes, it is concrete
that is responsible for the untamed transformation of
nature and landscapes. Mei Ziqian sees it as the key
to representing the gap that has opened up between
man and nature and the subsequent exploitation of
man by man. An architectural sphere in which inner
conflicts become shaped and moulded to residential
buildings where cement is left exposed; this is the
form that “Mei’s view of aesthetics” takes, through
the construction of exposed blocks of cement, which
represent the “interior struggle” that the material
evokes.

Statement

The projects “on Workers are part of a line of
research that endeavours to broadly describe
class dynamics through the use of architecture as
a metaphor, or more specifically here, the aim is to
imbue work with aesthetic value by using construction
sites as a medium. The main focus of the projects
is to speculate on the emotional involvement that
workers form with their work per se, for the sacrifice
it requires, as well as for the care and attention with
which a worker needs to operate.
What is the nature of the emotional, affective state
that emerges in the three-way relationship Man/
Work/World. What has particularly inspired the artist
to look at sentiment and pathos is the life and work
of the Sardinian intellectual Antonio Gramsci. The
Sardinian thinker is the emblem for the notion of love
for one’s work and for the devotion to a cause which
led him to forego his own freedom, and ultimately
to sacrifice his own life. Gramsci was in fact the
prototype of a working class organic intellectual,
someone who talked to common people, and this
was a choice that came to be the source of problems,
but whose solutions will generate life if they can be
successfully applied. This is the way the artist, albeit
through paradoxes and abstract allusions, ascribes
a “historical/material value to the sentiment of love”,
which facilitates the spreading of truth, a truth that
liberates and saves man. Love is transformed and
crystallizes as the building itself gradually forms
and merges with the combination of materials that
transform into reinforced concrete blocks. Yet it is also
a love that dissipates as a building becomes older,
or is seen as such by those with myopic vision, and
is razed to the ground to make way for the building
of small housing units. The idea of introducing

Gramscian materialism has proved useful to the artist
because it induces a rethinking of man’s role and
his very nature, an arena in which love cannot be
excluded. In this sense, one’s love for work becomes
the thesis and antithesis in the relationship between
Man and Work, seeing a change in individuals from
one of limitation to a condition of inner growth. It
is a journey riven with fatigue, sleepless nights and
weary mornings that eventually ends in an individual’s
liberation, due to their achieving a recognizable
freedom in being able to abandon a building whose
construction is complete. It is by following this path
that we can build a world in which the dynamics of
a construction site transcend and avoid attempts
at standardization, indicating the path towards a
more emotionally intimate life. Thus, “from a process
of standardizing where popular sentiments evolve
from being mechanical to causal, the next step is to
develop a new mode of critical awareness” (Q II, p.
1430). A standard worker is often obliged to destroy
large buildings designed to be houses, induced by
apotropaic forces from which he cannot escape. If, on
the other hand, a worker sees «constructive love», he
will find the force within to react, the courage to resist
the temptation to destroy. This is the «constructive
love» of «work and science that makes up the real
underlying forces capable of uniting humanity».
So “Workers, Building and Love” suggests the
artist’s romantic notion of seeing work as a generator
of strength, passion, empathy and freedom. In this
guise, the political vision becomes instead one that
emphasizes plasticity/aesthetics and which turns
into a choice of unifying humanity, starting from the
three-way Man/Work/ World relationship, and from
the feeling of power that this generates by employing
architectural metaphors. An “architectural world” in
which inner conflicts morph into residential housing
with exposed cement. This is what makes the
“Aesthetics of Love” come to life, defined also as a
reshaping into the series of exposed “cement blocks”
placed inside a structure in such a way that it allows
the artist to highlight the “inner struggle” that the
building material evokes. The main focus here is on
perspectives in buildings either under construction
or already built, used to symbolize the intimate

relationship between work and love.
In this way, by juxtaposing building sites/buildings
with man/work, the idea of a romantic experience
emerges together with a pedagogical portrait of man
and the world and the close relationship they have
forged.

Block #1116
Mixed Media 2017/2018
35 x 45 cm

Block #1114
Mixed Media 2018
35 x 45 cm

Block #1115
Mixed Media 2018
45 x 60 cm

Block #1113
Mixed Media 2018
45 x 60 cm

Block #1111
Mixed Media 2017/2018
35 x 45 cm

Exhibition View
Untitled Series X,
Mixed media 2016
74 x 30 cm

View of the Exhibition and Studio entrance
VZ'Friends
Mixed Media 2013
150 x 150 cm
W-Pressure #2
Mixed Media 2016
150 x 150 cm

W-Pressure #2 detail

View of the Exhibition
Block #3 #4
Mixed media 2016
Ø 30 cm

Block #A
I Phone
Acrylic print on glass
Cagliari 2016
30 x 30 cm

Block #C
Digital camera
Acrylic print on glass
Dubai 2012
67 x 50 cm

Proyecto 2 #
Digital camera
HD Print
Dubai 2012
100 x 80 cm

Proyecto 3 #
Digital camera
HD Print
Dubai 2012
100 x 80 cm

Proyecto 4 #
Digital camera
HD Print
Dubai 2012
100 x 80 cm

Proyecto 5 #
Digital camera
HD Print
Dubai 2012
100 x 80 cm

Proyecto #
Digital camera
HD Print
Dubai 2012
100 x 80 cm

Untitled
Digital camera
Printed on Fuji
Film paper
Dubai 2013
100 x 70 cm (3)

Untitled
Digital camera
Printed on Fuji
Film paper
Dubai 2013
100 x 70 cm (4)

Untitled
Digital camera
Printed on Fuji
Film paper
Dubai 2013
100 x 70 cm (5)

Untitled
Digital camera
Printed on Fuji
Film paper
Dubai 2013
100 x 70 cm (6)

Untitled
Digital camera
Printed on Fuji
Film paper
Dubai 2013
100 x 70 cm (7)

Untitled
Sculpture 2012
80 x 50 x 140 cm

Untitled I
Mental Worksite Project 2013
Mixed media
150 x 150 cm

Untitled II
Mental Worksite Project 2013
Mixed media
150 x 150 cm

Untitled III
Mental Worksite Project 2013
Mixed media
150 x 150 cm

VZ'Friends
Mixed Media 2013
150 x 150 cm

Avaria Sala Macchine
Mixed media 2012
75 x 100 cm

Detail

Progetto: Mental Worksite

Il Mental Worksite è un cantiere mentale
rappresentato da una serie di edifici in costruzione.
Questi rispecchiano la realtà delle società
contemporanee spogliate dagli orpelli decorativi, dai
trucchi, dalle maschere e dal culto dell’apparenza.
Il Mental Worksite è, infatti, il “Ritratto di Dorian
Gray”, dell’uomo, della natura e del loro reciproco
rapporto; una sorta di cartina di tornasole delle scelte
umane che hanno ridotto la capacità di immaginare,
comprimendo e limitando la libertà e la creatività
dell’uomo agli schemi del capitalismo globale. Questa
pressione è simbolicamente rappresentata dal
manometro, inserito nei vari edifici.

Mental Worksite Project

The “Mental Worksite” is represented by a series of
buildings under construction. They reflect the reality
of contemporary society stripped of its decorative
frills, of its make-up, masks and its cult of superficial
appearance. The “Mental Worksite” is in fact the
“Picture of Dorian Gray”, of man, nature and the
reciprocal relationship that exists between them; it
is a sort of litmus test of the choices made by men
that have diminished the ability to imagine, thus
compressing and restraining both man’s liberty and
creativity within the clutches of global capitalism. This
pressure is symbolically represented by a pressure
gauge, placed in various buildings.

HOTEL
Light - Video Installation 2012
150 x 55 x 55 cm

HOTEL
Details

To build or not to build
Mixed Media 2012
55 x 65 x 55 cm

Untitled
Mixed Media 2012
150 x 150 cm

Untitled V VI VII VIII IX
Mixed Media 2014
30 x 30 cm

Sogno
Mixed media, polistirolo-resina 2012
90 x 160 cm

Building Site

L’installazione “BUILDING SITE” è un cantiere
mentale, un contenitore di colori e suoni che mira a
stimolare le facoltà conoscitive dell’uomo.
L’opera è composta da tre elementi: due edifici
in costruzione e un elemento che rappresenta gli
edifici del futuro. Essa rientra in un progetto che trae
ispirazione da alcune domande sulle potenzialità
dell’immaginazione. Il bisogno di osservare in maniera
olistica la società, così come la sua struttura storica,
stimola ad andare oltre la logica e le conoscenze
fattuali, empiriche e meccaniche. Si sente la necessità
dell’elemento immaginativo sia visivo, sia narrativo e
sia spontaneo, dunque, libero dagli schemi.

Building Site
The “BUILDING SITE” is a metaphorical construction
site for the human mind, a recipient of sound and
colours that stimulate human cognitive awareness.
The work consists of three parts: two buildings under
construction and another that represents buildings
of the future. This is part of a project that has drawn
its inspiration from asking questions on the power of
ontological notions have brought about widespread
instability, where imagination becomes deceitful and
negative and is no longer able to reconcile human
beings with their spatial surroundings; the result is a
reality that tries to dull our senses, imprisoning them
in a “net” that eventually leaves us blind.

Building Site
Light and Sound Installation 2011
100 x 70 x 144 cm, 66 x 44 x 108 cm

Building Site I
Mixed Media 2011
150 x 150 cm

Building Site II
Mixed Media 2011
150 x 150 cm

View of the exhibition Block Party 2016

Le mie nuvole
Mixed Media 2011
95 x 165 cm

Light Building

L’installazione “LIGHT BUILDING” trae ispirazione
da alcune domande sulle potenzialità conoscitive ed
empatiche dell’immaginazione.
Si è scelto di rappresentare un edificio illuminato
in cui ad ogni finestra “si affaccia” un negativo. Si
tratta di immagini raccolte in progetti svolti negli
Stati Uniti, in America Latina, in Asia e in Africa con
l’intento di racchiudere il mondo in quell’edificio,
anche attraverso il mezzo sonoro che mira a ricreare
l’atmosfera e gli stati d’animo di ogni singolo luogo
e di ogni singola storia di vita. “LIGHT BUILDING”
è un’installazione, un documento critico che ritrae il
“building”, il cielo, i rapporti umani, la coscienza, le
diversità in una situazione di pericolo. Da un lato c’è
il rischio che diventino solo “immaginabili”, dall’altro
lato il building propone un’immagine forte di popoli,
comunità, umanità potenzialmente dotate di una
ricchezza tale da poter costruire le solide basi di
una realtà padrona di se stessa e capace di gestire i
mondi virtuali.
Opera realizzata grazie al contributo della
Fondazione Banco di Sardegna

Light Building

The project “LIGHT BUILDING” draws inspiration
from some questions on the cognitive and empathetic
potential of the imagination. The choice was to
represent this passage through the construction of a
lit building, in each window of which a negative “peers
out”. The images are from photo projects in the United
States, Latin America, Asia and Africa. The aim is to
“open” the world in that building also through sound,
which aims at recreating the atmosphere and state
of mind of each place and each life story. “LIGHT
BUILDING” is a critical document portraying the
building, the sky, human relationships, diversity in
a situation of danger. On the one hand there is the
risk they may become only “imaginable”, on the other
the building proposes a strong image of peoples,
communities and humanity potentially gifted with such
richness as to be able to create the solid base for an
awareness of themselves which would enable them to
manage and manipulate virtual worlds too.

This work has been created thanks to funding from the
Fondazione Banco di Sardegna

Light Building
Video - Sound and Light installation 2011
Mixed Media
140 x 140 cm

Light Building
View of exhibition Block Party 2016

Light Building
View of exhibition Block Party 2016

Exhibition History/Storia Espositiva

EDUCATION
Graduated in Philosophy at the
University of Cagliari, Italy
PERSONAL EXHIBITIONS
2016

Block Party, Studio LI-XI, Cagliari
Curated by Efisio Carbone

2012

Catching Fluidity, Tiscali Campus, Cagliari
Curated by Roberta Marin

2012

Studies on Imagination, Tiscali Campus, Cagliari,
Curated by Roberta Marin

2012

Studies on Imagination, L.E.M, Sassari,
Curated by Roberta Marin

2011

Catching Fluidity, Cannelles, Cagliari,
Curated by Roberta Marin

2010

Riding , Invisible, Cagliari,
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2010

Catching Fluidity: (work in progress), Le Garage, London,
Curated by Roberta Marin

2009

Nuova Vecchia Cina (New Old China), Faculty of Political
Science, Cagliari, Curated by Francesca Congiu

2008

Erikafish , Hospitalis Sancti Antoni, Oristano,
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2007

Moleskine , Casa Legat, Trento,
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2007

Moleskine , Bar Centrale, Venezia,
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2007

Moleskine , Exmà, Cagliari
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2006

Moleskine, Museum Giovanni Battista Tuveri, Cagliari,
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2005

Mostra del Mediterraneo, (Mediterranean Show), Mostar,
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2004

Cigano , Casin dei nobili, Venezia
curator: Bianca Laura Petretto

2004

Cigano , La Bacheca, Cagliari,
Curated by Bianca Laura Petretto

2003

Destinazioni , La Bacheca, Cagliari, Curated by Bianca
Laura Petretto

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITIONS
2018

Centro per le nuove culture, Decennale del premio
Nocivelli, Brescia

2017

Ex manifattura tabacchi, Hub_Ozone 30 designer to
Watch, Cagliari

2017

Spazio Oberdan – La MaMa Spoleto Open, L’Educazione
che non c’è, Curated by Gilberto Scaramuzzo, Spoleto

2015

Fondazione Bartoli-Felter, Curated by Andrea Forges
Davanzati, Cagliari,

2015

Sala Santi Filippo e Giacomo, Curated by Maurizio
Bernardelli Curuz, Brescia

2014

Accademia di Belle Arti Santa Giulia,
Curated by Adriana Conconi Fedrigolli, Brescia,

2014

Nocivelli Prize, Painting section, Chiesa della Disciplina
di Verolanuova, Curated by Adriana Conconi Fedrigolli
Brescia

2014

Combat Prize , Painting section, Giovanni Fattori Museum,
Curated by Paolo Batoni, Livorno

2013

You Can Tell me! Project Berlin, Factory-Art Gallery, Berlin

2013

In-Between, Curated by Emanuela Falqui e Marco Peri,
Palazzo di Città, Cagliari,

2013

Yicca Open Contest, The Red House, curated by MOHO,
Sofia

2013

Leap And Land, Masedu Contemporary Art Museum,
curated by Sironi Academy of Art Sassari

2012

Combat Prize, Painting section, Giovanni Fattori Museum,
curated by Paolo Batoni, Livorno

2011

Florence Biennal , Firenze

2011

Signal Festival, Curated by Ticonzero, Cagliari,

2005

Cigano , Italian Institute of Culture, Curated by Mei Ziqian
Dakar

PUBBLICATIONS
2018

Catalogo della mostra ”Combat Prize”, Museo Civico
Giovanni Fattori, group Exhibition, Paolo Batoni (a cura),
Sillabe edizioni, Livorno, 2018

2018

Catalogo della mostra “Decennale del premio Nocivelli”
group Exhibition, MO.CA – Centro per le nuove culture,
2018 p.43

2018

Catalogo della mostra “Block Party” solo Exhibition, Studio
di architettura LIXI, Efisio Carbone (a cura), XEdizioni,
Cagliari, 2016 ISBN: 9788898556205

2016

Catalogo della collezione “Immagini da una collezione”
la quadreria della Banca di Sassari, Direzione Generale
Banca di Sassari, Caterina Virdis Limentani e Paolo Gianni
Porcu (a cura), Carlo Delfino, Sassari, 2016 p.182,183

2016

Calendario Banca di Sassari, opera “Il Naufragio”, Sassari,

2015

catalogo della mostra ”Combat Prize”, Museo Civico
Giovanni Fattori, group Exhibition, Paolo Batoni (a cura),
Sillabe edizioni, Livorno, 2015 p.50

2014

Catalogo della mostra, “Premio Nocivelli”, Chiesa della
disciplina, group Exhibition, Adriana Conconi Fedrigolli (a
cura), Brescia, 2014 p.15

2014

catalogo della mostra, “Combat Prize”, Museo Civico
Giovanni Fattori, group Exhibition, Paolo Batoni(a cura),
Sillabe edizioni, Livorno, 2014 p.44

2014

Nicola Mocci e Cristina Pinna (a cura), Politiche
neoliberiste in Asia: Stato, “società” e il nuovo ordine
globale,foto copertina, I libri di Emil edizioni, Bologna 2014.

2013

Catalogo della mostra YICCA International Contest of
Contemporary Art, The Red House, group Exhibition, Aps
Moho, Sofia 2013, p.34-35

2013

Catalogo della mostra “You Can Tell Me”, Project Berlin,
Factory-Art Gallery, group Exhibition, Berlino 2013 p.36-37

2012

catalogo della mostra, “Combat Prize”, Museo Civico
Giovanni Fattori, group Exhibition, Paolo Batoni(a cura),
Sillabe edizioni, Livorno 2012 p.51

2012

Francesca Congiu, Stato e società nella Cina
contemporanea, copertina, Carocci editore, Roma 2012

2011

Gianluca Scroccu (a cura), L’Asia orientale e sudorientale
nella globalizzazione, copertina, Aipsa edizioni, Cagliari
2011

2011

Catalogo della mostra, Florence Biennale, Stefano
Francolini (a cura), group Exhibition, Arte studio edizioni,
Firenze 2011, p.74-88-89

2007

Catalogo della mostra, Musae, group Exhibition, Bianca
Laura Petretto (a cura), Cagliari, 2007 p.74-88-89

2006

Catalogo della mostra “Moleskine”, Ghetto degli Ebrei, solo
Exhibition, Bianca Laura Petretto (a cura), Punto A edizioni,
Cagliari, 2006 p.30-53

PRIZES
2015

Combat Prize
Suggested (painting section), Italy

2014

Nocivelli Prize
Winner (Third prize painting section), Italy

2014

Combat Prize
Finalist (painting section), Italy

2014

Celeste Prize - Suggested (installation section), Italy

2014

ORA Prize - Suggested (painting section), Italy

2013

Yicca Prize
Finalist (installation section), Sofia

2013

Factory-Art Gallery
Project Berlin “You Can Tell me!”,
Finalist (painting section), Berlin

2013

Combat Prize
Finalist (painting section), Italy

2013

“Masedu – Museo d’Arte Contemporanea” Selected
“Sardegna Arte Contemporanea 01”, Italy

2012

Combat Prize
Finalist (painting section), Italy

2012

Celeste Prize - Suggested - (installation section), Italy

2012

MAD prize
Finalist (installation section), Italy

2012

Royal Academy of Arts
Shortlisted (installations), UK

2011

VIII Biennal of FlorenceFirst Award (Installations), Italy
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